With the ever-growing interests in applying wireless technologies for networked embedded systems to serve as the communication fabric, many real-time wireless technologies have been recently developed to support time-critical sensing and control applications. We proposed in previous work the RT-WiFi protocol that provides real-time high-speed predictable data delivery and enables designs to meet time-critical industrial needs. However, without explicit reliability enforcement mechanisms, our previous RT-WiFi design is either subject to uncontrolled packet loss due to noise and other interferences or may suffer from inefficient communication channel usage. In this article, we explicitly consider interference from both Wi-Fi and non-Wi-Fi based interference sources and propose two sets of effective solutions for reliable data transmissions in RT-WiFi-based networked embedded systems. To improve reliability against general non-Wi-Fi based interference, based on rate adaptation and retransmission techniques, we present an optimal real-time rate adaption algorithm together with a communication link scheduler that has low network management overhead. A novel technique called overbooking is introduced to further improve the schedulability of the communication link scheduler while maintaining the required communication reliability. For Wi-Fi-based interference, we present mechanisms that utilize virtual carrier sensing to provide reliable data transmission while co-existing with regular Wi-Fi networks. We have implemented the proposed algorithms in the RT-WiFi network management framework and demonstrated the system performance with a series of experiments.
INTRODUCTION
Networked embedded systems have drawn immense attention in recent years [14, 22] and have been widely deployed in a wide range of industrial sectors, including industrial automation [25] ,
• We formalize the real-time reliable link scheduling problem, and propose a real-time rate adaptation algorithm to drive optimal retransmissions with minimal transmission time that meets the expected reliability requirement.
• We present an efficient runtime communication link scheduler to schedule communication tasks with low network management overhead. Moreover, a novel technique called overbooking is invented that can significantly improve the schedulability of the link scheduler.
• To co-exist with regular Wi-Fi networks, we propose a virtual carrier-sensing-based mechanism that not only protects real-time data delivery in RT-WiFi networks but also shares unused bandwidth with regular Wi-Fi.
• We collect real world packet delivery rates in different scenarios and use these data to emulate the proposed algorithms to validate the practicability of our design and algorithms. Also, we create a testbed to compare proposed different co-existence mechanisms.
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RT-WIFI ARCHITECTURE AND SYSTEM MODEL

RT-WiFi Network Architecture
RT-WiFi [26] is a real-time data link layer protocol that aims to support real-time high-speed wireless control systems with predictable packet delivery. Figure 1 shows a typical architecture of a wireless control system that adopts RT-WiFi as the communication infrastructure. An RT-WiFi network has the following three key components: RT-WiFi Station: The RT-WiFi station is a device equipped with IEEE 802.11 compatible hardware and RT-WiFi protocol stack. In a RT-WiFi-based networked embedded system, the system designer connects sensors/actuators to the nearest RT-WiFi station for accessing the wireless network. To guarantee predictable real-time data delivery, the communication schedule of a station is configured by the network manager when it joins an RT-WiFi network.
RT-WiFi Access Point (AP):
The RT-WiFi network manager resides in the application layer of the RT-WiFi AP, and all data and network management messages are exchanged through the RT-WiFi AP. The AP broadcasts timing and network management information in a beacon frame periodically.
Network Manager: The RT-WiFi network manager [15] is designed to coordinate allocation of shared network resource, manage the network dynamics, and construct the TDMA-based communication schedule. Depending on the network condition, the network manager dynamically updates the communication schedule and distributes the schedule to all the nodes in the RT-WiFi network.
System Model
In this article, we consider the basic single-cluster RT-WiFi network that consists of one RT-WiFi AP and multiple RT-WiFi stations as illustrated in Figure 1 . The RT-WiFi AP and stations form a star network topology. Extension to more complex network topologies will be considered in a future article. The RT-WiFi network is a time-slotted system, and the basic time unit is a mini time slot, which is the minimal uninterruptible time unit in the system. The basic transmission unit in an RT-WiFi communication schedule is a time slot. A time slot consists of multiple mini time slots, and the size of a time slot is configurable based on the application requirements and channel condition. A communication link describes the communication behavior on a time slot, and it specifies the sender, receiver, and the timing information of the time slot. We classify links into two types. A downlink is a link with the AP as the sender, while an uplink is a link with the AP as the receiver. For example in Figure 2 , TimeSlot1, TimeSlot2, and TimeSlot3 have a size of 4, 6, and 4 mini time slots and are associated with Link1, Link2, and Link3, respectively. Note that in RT-WiFi networks, different links may have time slots of different sizes.
The communication schedule of the RT-WiFi network is maintained by the network manager and is distributed by the AP periodically. The communication schedule is represented by a data structure called the superframe, which is a finite sequence of links that can be repeated infinitely to yield an infinite schedule at runtime. To adapt to network dynamics, the network manager updates the superframe to provide reliable communication. For example, in Figure 2 , the superframe contains a schedule of 3 links and the schedule will repeat for every 14 mini time slots. For every beacon period, the AP compiles the communication schedule with other network management information (i.e., timing information) into a beacon frame and broadcasts it to the RT-WiFi network. Depending on the channel condition, the AP broadcasts the beacon frame one or multiple times in each period to ensure reliable delivery.
In this article, we abstract the wireless communication requirements using a set of communication links L = {L 1 , L 2 , . . . , L n }, where each link L i represents a communication task that transmits sensing/control data periodically. A communication link L i is characterized by three parameters (P i , D i , B i ). P i and D i are positive integers in the unit of mini time slot, and they denote the period and deadline of a communication link L i , respectively. In this article, we assume P i = D i for simplicity of presentation. For a real-time communication link, a packet is successfully delivered if it is received by its deadline. B i denotes the packet size in bytes on link L i . In our model, we assume that the set containing all the periods of the links forms a harmonic chain. Definition 3.1. A set S of positive integers is a harmonic chain if and only if ∀x, y ∈ S, (x |y) ∨ (y|x ). x |y denotes x divides y, or y is a multiple of x.
RT-WiFi is designed to fulfill industry's need and it is suitable for a group of closed systems. We make this assumption based on practical system design considerations. In a real-world wireless sensing and control system, the periods of the links would not be set to arbitrary values. Application often may allow a range of sampling periods such as 100, 200, and 400μs, and the harmonic periods of the communication tasks can be efficiently selected by period selection algorithms as proposed in the literatures [15, 20] .
We introduce the following notations to model the transmission properties with different data rates. We assume that a set of K data rates are supported in RT-WiFi system as R = {R 1 , R 2 , . . . , R K }, where R j denotes the number of bytes that the jth data rate can transmit per mini time slot. For each communication link L i , we use a set of tuple {(p (i, j ) , c (i, j ) )} K j=1 to represent the transmission properties with the given data rates. p (i, j ) is the data delivery success rate of L i with data rate R j , and c (i, j ) is defined as the number of mini time slots needed to transmit the data link layer frame of size B i with data rate R j . To accurately model the transmission time of a packet, we introduce O to denote the transmission overhead. For each transmission, the overhead is represented as number of mini time slots and it consists of the time of inter frame space and ACK time. We can derive the transmission time
To support reliable communication, we use Q i to denote the expected packet delivery ratio for link L i . To achieve the expected packet delivery ratio, we can schedule a retry chain that consists of a series of data retransmissions with different available data rates. A retry chain of L i with m i retries is denoted as
represents the index of the data rates. For example, a retry chain T i = {2, 3} indicates that L i will first transmit with data rate R 2 . If the first transmission fails, it then uses data rate R 3 to retransmit it again. We define the transmission time and delivery rate of a retry chain as follows.
Definition 3.2. Given a retry chain
, the transmission time of T i is defined as
, the expected data delivery rate of T i is defined as E (
RELIABLE TRANSMISSION FOR GENERAL INTERFERENCE SOURCES
In this section, we discuss how to ensure desired quality of service in real-time reliable data transmission in the presence of general interference sources in RT-WiFi networks. We leverage on rate adaptation and retransmission mechanisms to construct a reliable TDMA communication schedule to provide reliable data transmission on a lossy channel. We first formulate the real-time reliable link scheduling problem and then present its computational complexity. Due to the hardness of this problem, we will present a three-stage approach to tackle it. For the last part of this section, we will address the channel condition monitoring mechanism, which keeps track of the delivery rate of each data rate.
Real-Time Reliable Link Scheduling Problem
Definition 4.1. Real-Time Reliable Link Scheduling (RTRLS) Problem: Given a set of data rates
, and each link L i is associated with its transmission properties {(
. The RTRLS problem is to determine a retry chain T i and a phasing
In the RTRLS problem, we require the TDMA schedule of the communication links to be strictly periodic because of practical system implementation considerations. A strictly periodic schedule reduces the overhead of schedule distribution, simplifies interrupt handler design, and saves energy. We evaluate the schedule distribution overhead under different schedulers in Section 7.3. Proof. To show that the RTRLS problem is NP-hard, we reduce the 3-partition problem [6] into the RTRLS problem. As shown in Reference [6] , the 3-partition problem is NP-Complete in the strong sense. The input of 3-partition problem is as following. Given a finite set A of 3m elements, a size s (a) ∈ Z + for each a ∈ A, a bound B ∈ Z + . Each s (a) satisfies 
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We reduce an instance of the 3-partition problem into the RTRLS problem as follows. We create one data rate in the data rate set R = {1}. We construct link L 1 where P 1 = (B + 1), and transmission condition p ( If there exists a solution in 3-partition problem, then we set all the retry chains as {T i = {1}} 3m+1 i=1 , and ϕ 1 = 0. Suppose we order the elements in the disjoint set S i arbitrarily such that S i = {s (a) (i,1) , s (a) (i,2) , . . . , s (a) (i, |S i |) }, and for the oth element in S i , we set the corresponding phasing as follows:
This is a valid solution for the RTRLS problem since the expected delivery rate is fulfilled, and each link is transmitted non-preemptively.
However, if there is a solution for the RTRLS problem, we can add the corresponding element of links {L i } 3m+1 i=2 to a disjoint set S k depending on ϕ i as follows:
It is a valid solution for the 3-partition problem, because L 1 is a strictly periodic task, and there are exactly m mini time slots between two consecutive instance of L 1 . Therefore, there is also a solution for the 3-partition problem. This completes the proof.
Since the RTRLS problem is NP-hard, we are more interested in finding a practical solution for our typical use case. We propose the following three-stage approach to tackle the RTRLS problem. In Section 4.2, we consider constraint C-1 in the RTRLS problem and present the real-time rate adaptation algorithm that generates a retry chain for each link to fulfill the expected reliability requirement with minimal transmission time. Given the transmission time of each link, we then consider constraint C-2 of the RTRLS problem and present a heuristic to construct the TDMA communication link schedule in Section 4.3. Finally, we introduce an overbooking technique in Section 4.4 to further improve the schedulability of the proposed scheduler.
Stage 1: Real-Time Rate Adaptation
We first present the real-time rate adaptation algorithm. The goal of this algorithm design is to derive a retry chain for a communication link such that the expected packet delivery rate is fulfilled and the transmission time of the retry chain is minimized. We formalize the rate adaptation problem as follows: 
. The RTRA problem is to determine a retry chain 
It is empty if no valid retry chain is found. Proof. We prove this lemma by induction. For t = 0, it is clear that the packet loss rate is 1.0. Assuming that for t = n, the packet loss rate determined by Equation (1) is minimal. Then for OPT i (n + 1), there are two cases. For the first case, we simply use the same retry chain as t = n. Therefore, the loss rate is same as OPT i (n). For the second case, if the current time budget (n + 1) is greater or equal to the transmission time of data rate R j , then we schedule R j at the end of the retry chain. The packet is lost if all the retries with time budget t = (n + 1) − c (i, j ) and the last retry failed. Thus, the minimal packet loss rate with R j is
Then we select the minimal loss rate from all the K data rates. Finally, we choose the smaller loss rate among the previous two cases as OPT i (n + 1), which is minimal. By mathematical induction the statement of Equation (1) 
Based on the recursive substructure in Lemma 4.1, we propose a dynamic programming based algorithm that derives a retry chain with the minimal time budget. Algorithm 1 shows our
. A boolean value is returned to indicate if the links are schedulable. // Without the loss of generality, the links are sorted by their periods in non-decreasing order. real-time rate adaptation (RTRA) algorithm. In this algorithm, array loss[] denotes the minimal packet loss rate under a particular time budget, and the array rates[] is used to derive a chain of data rates to achieve the minimal packet loss rate. We first initialize all arrays from line 1 to 4. Line 5 to 16 are used to derive the minimal packet loss rate for time budget from 1 to D i . As in line 6, the minimal packet loss rate for a time budget x is at least as small as the loss rate with time budget x − 1. In line 7 to 12, we try all the K data rates to test if we can achieve a lower packet loss rate. The loop would stop if the expected packet delivery rate is fulfilled in line 13 and we retrieve the retry chain in array T i by using procedure GetRetryChain(). If the expected packet delivery rate can not be met, then the algorithm will return null. The real-time rate adaptation algorithm is a pseudo-polynomial time algorithm. This is because for each time budget it takes O (K ) time to calculate the packet loss ratio of a data rate. Thus, time complexity of the RTRA algorithm is O (D · K ).
Stage 2: Communication Link Scheduling
We now discuss the second stage for solving the RTRLS problem, that is how to schedule a set of communication links when their retry chains are determined. We focus on assigning phasings to the links such that condition C-2 in the RTRLS problem are fulfilled. We formally define the communication link scheduling problem as below.
with a set of harmonic periods P = {P i } n i=1 and a set of retry chains T =
Theorem 4.2. To decide if an instance of the CLS problem is schedulable or not is NP-hard.
Proof. It can be proved by reducing the 3-partition problem into the CLS problem and the proof is similar as the proof for Theorem 4.1.
As we discussed in Section 2, the CLS problem is similar to the problem of scheduling a set of non-preemptive strictly periodic tasks on a uni-processor system. Due to the hardness of the CLS problem, we focus on providing an efficient runtime algorithm for link scheduling with low network management overhead. We present our approach in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 presents the structure of the communication link scheduling algorithm. Since the periods of the links form a harmonic chain, the hyperperiod of the links is the largest period among all the links. From line 1 to 3, we initialize a Boolean array s[] of size P n to indicate if a phasing is assigned. From line 4 to 30, we assign phasings to links in the non-decreasing order of period size. Since the task periods are in a harmonic chain, the schedule of a smaller period repeats multiple times in larger periods. From line 5 to 12, if we detect P i is larger than P i−1 , we repeat the schedule in [0,
times before we schedule link L i . From line 14 to 25, we loop through P i and check if there are enough unallocated slots that could fit L i . If there are enough empty slots that can fit the retry chain T i , then we assign ϕ i for L i and mark down the schedule in line 27 to 29. The time complexity of Algorithm 2 is O (n · P n ).
Stage 3: Schedulability Enhancement with Overbooking
In this section, we present a technique called overbooking to further enhance the schedulability of the communication link scheduling. The overbooking technique is based on a key observation that the last retry in a retry chain has relatively lower chance to be executed. We demonstrate the benefit of overbooking scheduling with a motivational example as shown in Figure 3 . There are two links L 1 and L 2 with the same parameter settings as following. (2, 1) = 0.5, and c (1,1) = c (2,1) = 1. By the proposed RTRA algorithm, we get
Since X (T 1 ) = X (T 2 ) = 3 and both of their deadlines are 5, we cannot schedule both links in Figure 3(a) . However, we observe that the probability for L 1 to use the last retry is only 0.25, because L 1 only uses the third retry if both the first two retries fail. Therefore, if there is an efficient mechanism that could detect L 1 's usage of its last retry, then as shown in Figure 3(b) , we can overbook mini time slot 3 such that T (2, 1) only transmits if T (1, 3) does not use the channel in mini time slot 3. Moreover, we need to make sure both L 1 and L 2 still meet their reliability requirement with the overbooking mechanism. For L 1 , since T (1,3) is always transmitted when it is necessary, the reliability requirement of L 1 is fulfilled. Additionally, since L 2 can only transmit at mini time slot 3 when T (1,3) is not transmitted, the successful packet delivery rate for L 2 is calculated as 0.75 · E ({T (2, 1) ,T (2, 2) ,T (2,3) }) + 0.25 · E ({T (2, 1) ,T (2,2) }) = 0.75 · 0.875 + 0.25 · 0.75 = 0.84375 ≥ Q 2 . Thus, both L 1 and L 2 could be scheduled with expected reliability. In the following, we shall present the conflict resolution mechanism and elaborate how to construct a schedule with overbooking.
Efficient Conflict Resolution Mechanism with Overbooking.
One way to reuse the spare time of an unused retry time is to let the network manager send a management message explicitly to notify the overbooked device to transmit. However, this message-based conflict resolution mechanism is inefficient, since the communication overhead of a notification message could be larger than the short unused spare time. Instead, we propose a novel approach that uses the characteristics of the wireless media to detect the unused spare time. We consider two links L i and L j , assuming L i is already scheduled and we want to decide if L j can be scheduled right after L i with overbooking. Table 1 summarizes the conditions to resolve the conflict in the schedule with overbooking.
Overbooking Scheduling.
Based on the aforementioned conditions, we can determine if a conflict in the overbooking schedule can be efficiently resolved without additional management overhead. We shall further calculate the transmission time and the expected packet delivery rate of a link L j if it is overbooked with its previous link L i . In the following, we assume L i is already scheduled with
, and we want to schedule L j with the overbooking technique to satisfy Q j .
We first introduce Algorithm 3 that can derive the retry chain T i with maximal packet delivery rate for a link L i with a given time budget t i . This algorithm is modified from Algorithm 1, and it uses the GetRetryChain() procedure in Algorithm 1 to derive the retry chain. It has the same time complexity as Algorithm 1. We define Algorithm 3 as an operation, MaxRateRetry(), 
derive a retry chain as T i = MaxRateRetry(L i , t i ). We then define prob i as the probability if L i does not access the channel in its last retry. T j and T j represent the retry chain of L j when L i does not access the channel in its last retry and when L i utilizes its last retry, respectively,
Depending on whether L i utilizes its last retry, we minimize the time budget t j as follows:
Schedule Adaptation for Ensuring Reliability 85:13 To calculate the minimal time budget t j , we modify Algorithm 3 to perform checking along with computing the loss[], and stop when Q j is met as shown in Algorithm 4 from line 13 to 15. Therefore, the time complexity of the overbooking algorithm with minimal time budget remains the same as the RTRA algorithm. Please note that in the worst case, the overbooking technique falls back to the original RTRA algorithm when prob i → 0. The overbooking technique effectively reuses the unused channel time and improves schedulability. We shall evaluate its performance in Section 7.3.
Channel Condition Monitoring
In this section, we address the channel condition monitor mechanism of the proposed real-time rate adaptation algorithm. The real-time rate adaptation algorithm takes p (i, j ) , the delivery rate of link L i with data rate R j , as the input and these data delivery rates will be updated online in real time. For the regular WiFi, the rate control algorithm will select 10% of the frames to probe the delivery rate for different data rates beside the optimal data rate used for transmission. The delivery rates of the recently transmitted frames will be monitored and the optimal data rate can be decided for the next frames to be transmitted. The real-time rate adaptation algorithm inherently selects different data rates for each scheduled link transmission to meet its requirement and the RT-WiFi will keep updating the delivery rate of each data rate. Also, RT-WiFi can actively probe the delivery rate of a link if that data rate has not been used recently to keep the delivery rate up to date. Based on these delivery rates updated during runtime, the real-time rate adaptation algorithm will compute a new schedule and broadcast it to all stations through the beacon frames for every 100ms. 
CO-EXISTENCE WITH REGULAR WI-FI NETWORKS
In this section, we discuss how to provide reliable data transmission for an RT-WiFi network when it co-exists with regular Wi-Fi networks. We assume the nodes in both RT-WiFi networks and regular Wi-Fi networks can carrier sense each other. Based on this assumption, we propose mechanisms to prioritize the data transmissions in RT-WiFi networks and share the remaining bandwidth with regular Wi-Fi networks.
Deferring Wi-Fi Traffic with Virtual Carrier Sensing
Our first proposed mechanism is to utilize virtual carrier sensing to actively defer the transmission of regular Wi-Fi traffic. In the IEEE 802.11 standard [11] , virtual carrier sensing provides an indication of a busy media, and a regular Wi-Fi node defers its media access if it either physically or virtually senses that the media is busy. Virtual carrier sensing is implemented by the network allocation vector (NAV) mechanism. When a MAC layer frame is transmitted, it estimates the frame transmission time in micro seconds and specifies the time in the duration field in the MAC frame header. If a node receives a Wi-Fi MAC layer frame, then the node will set its NAV and keep the virtual carrier sensing on till the end of the duration. The maximum length of this duration can be set is 32,767μs.
We compare the new virtual carrier sensing approach with the original co-existence mode that we proposed in Reference [26] . As shown in Figure 4(a) , the old co-existence mode in Reference [26] cannot defer the transmission of regular Wi-Fi traffic, it pessimistically estimates the worst case transmission time of the regular Wi-Fi traffic assuming regular Wi-Fi uses the maximum transmission unit size and the lowest data rate. The original co-existence mode will need to have the deadlines of each link to take regular Wi-Fi transmission time into consideration and thus leads to inefficient channel usage. However, in Figure 4 (b), we can use the NAV specified by Link i to reserve the network channel such that regular Wi-Fi traffic will not be able to step in between the end of the Link i transmission and the start of the Link i+1 transmission. In this way, we can schedule Link i+1 right after the deadline of Link i even if Link i does not use all of its retry chain, and regular Wi-Fi will be deferred till the end of Link i+1 transmission unless there is another NAV. For example, the NAV specified by Link 1 will defer the data transmission of regular Wi-Fi network and this makes sure that the transmission of Link 2 will not be blocked by regular Wi-Fi network.
Sharing Unused Bandwidth with Regular Wi-Fi Networks
Although virtual carrier sensing can effectively defer the data transmission of regular Wi-Fi networks, aggressively using virtual carrier sensing may completely block traffic from regular Wi-Fi networks. For example, in Figure 4 (b), to let the transmission of Link 3 not blocked by regular Wi-Fi traffic, NAV specified by Link 2 will block the channel from the deadline D 2 of Link 2 to the release time R 3 of Link 3 . This actually wastes the sharing opportunity for regular Wi-Fi traffic even if the RT-WiFi only uses a very small portion of the channel time. In the following, we present a mechanism to protect RT-WiFi traffic and share unused bandwidth with regular Wi-Fi networks.
Our bandwidth sharing mechanism consists of guard frame injection and the channel usage estimation. The guard frame is a management frame in the RT-WiFi network that broadcasts NAV to defer transmission of traffic from regular Wi-Fi networks. The channel usage estimation scheme logs the past channel access time of regular Wi-Fi traffic by measurement and it estimates the access time by using exponential weighted moving average. Suppose the estimated channel access time for regular Wi-Fi traffic is t Est , and the transmission time of a guard frame is t GuardFrame , we define the sharing threshold t Shared as follows:
As shown in Figure 4 (c), if the channel idle time, which is from D 2 to R 3 , is less than t Shared , we use virtual carrier sensing to protect RT-WiFi traffic. However, if the channel idle time in our communication schedule exceeds the sharing threshold, we schedule a guard frame and share the used channel time to regular Wi-Fi traffic. Notice that because we reserve time to tolerate both the guard frame and the channel access from regular Wi-Fi traffic, the transmission of RT-WiFi traffic will not be delayed if the estimation is accurate. However, if the transmission of an RT-WiFi link misses its deadline because we underestimate the channel access time, then our system will update the channel access estimation adaptively and construct a new communication schedule. Figure 5 gives an overview of the software architecture of the RT-WiFi network management framework on both RT-WiFi AP and RT-WiFi station (STA). This design is built upon the Linux operating system and uses IEEE 802.11 compatible hardware. To meet tight timing constraints, we develop the RT-WiFi MAC module and RT-WiFi rate control module in the kernel space. The less time-critical components, such as the network manager and station agent are implemented in the user space to support easy porting and reconfiguration to other hardware platforms. To be backward compatible to existing system design, we integrate the RT-WiFi management framework with two existing kernel modules (mac80211 and hardware-dependent MAC) in the kernel space. Mac80211 is a kernel module that manages MAC sublayer management entity for IEEE 802.11 protocol in Linux, and the hardware dependent MAC kernel module is a device driver for handling a specific wireless network interface. Other than modifying the existing kernel module, we develop the RT-WiFi kernel module that is a configurable TDMA data link layer as presented in Reference [26] . The RT-WiFi kernel module is further enhanced with generic netlink socket to communicate with network manager and station agent in the user space. There are two types of message flows in this network management architecture. The solid lines in Figure 5 represent the internal messages that are exchanged through internal interface within the RT-WiFi AP or RT-WiFi STA. The dashed lines show the flow of messages that are transmitted from one device to another. For the internal messages, netlink socket is used for communication between user space programs and kernel modules. Messages across different devices are transmitted with TCP or UDP protocols.
SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
To support the proposed reliable transmission mechanisms, we implement the real-time rate adaptation algorithm using the rate control framework in mac80211. The communication link scheduler with the overbooking mechanism is developed in the network manager in the user space. The RT-WiFi kernel module logs packet delivery information, and updates the communication statistics to the network manager periodically. Depending on the network dynamics, the network manager builds a new communication schedule, and updates it to the RT-WiFi module in the AP. The AP then broadcasts the new schedule to the whole network in the next beacon period. Based on the sharing threshold, the network manager controls NAV of data frames, and inserts guard frames to the communication schedule accordingly. For ath9k wireless device driver, we manipulate the transmit descriptor to generate a guard frame.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We have implemented the proposed algorithms, and conducted a series of experiments to evaluate the system performance. In this section, we first describe our experimental setup, present two sets of simulations and emulations to evaluate the performance of the real-time rate control algorithm and the communication link scheduler. We then present experiments on our testbed to evaluate the effectiveness of the co-existence mechanisms with regular Wi-Fi networks. 
System Setup
The following system setup and parameter settings are used in our experiments. We run the simulations in Section 7.2 and Section 7.3 on a Linux desktop running Ubuntu 14.04 with 3.19 kernel and a Intel Core i7-2600 CPU, and we derive parameters from IEEE 802.11 standard [11] for our simulation. We use IEEE 802.11a as an example, and the parameters may be derived similarly for other physical layer technologies. There are 8 available data rates in IEEE 802.11a, ranging from 6Mbps to 54Mbps. For each retry, the communication overhead O consists of a PIFS, a SIFS, and an ACK timeout, which is 25 + 16 + 25 = 66 (μs) in total. In the RT-WiFi protocol, the mini time slot size is set as 100μs, and the expected packet delivery ratio for each link is 0.9. For the experiments in Section 7.4, we run them on the testbed in our laboratory at University of Texas at Austin. We deploy one RT-WiFi AP on a Linux laptop with Ubuntu 14.04, 3.19 kernel and an Intel Core i3 2320M CPU, and we use six Intel Galileo boards as the RT-WiFi stations, which also have Ubuntu 14.04 and 3.19 kernel. Each RT-WiFi node is equipped with an Atheros AR9280 wireless card.
Performance Evaluation on the Rate Adaptation Algorithm
In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of the proposed real-time rate adaptation (RTRA) algorithm. In each simulation, we randomly generate 100,000 links to evaluate the performance of the rate adaptation algorithm under various channel conditions. We compare the RTRA algorithm with Linux kernel's default rate control algorithm minstrel [18] . While minstrel is not aware of deadline of a link, we utilize two heuristics that minstrel uses to construct retry chains and compare the transmission time of the retry chains constructed by RTRA and minstrel. The two heuristics, high throughput (HT) and high probability (HP), use the data rate with the highest throughput and highest packet delivery rate to build retry chains respectively. We construct retry chains to meet the expected packet delivery rate for the three methods, and compare the transmission time of the retry chains. Since the RTRA algorithm can always construct retry chains with minimum transmission time in the experiments, we report the transmission time of HT and HP heuristics normalized to the transmission time of RTRA.
In this set of experiments, we set the packet size to 1,500 bytes that is the maximum transmission unit (MTU) of the MAC layer, and compare the transmission time of retry chains with different packet delivery rates. We classify the ranges of packet delivery rates into four groups, which are . For each group, we generate communication links, and randomly assign the packet delivery rate for each data rate within the range of a group. We report the average normalized transmission time in Figure 6 . As shown in Figure 6 , RTRA and HT always outperform HP, because a data rate with high delivery rate does not always lead to short transmission time. In average, RTRA reduces packet transmission time over HT by around 20% when the packet delivery rate is within [0.75, 1.0], and they have similar average performance when the packet delivery rate is low. This is because the retry chain is longer with lower packet delivery rates, and the retry chain of RTRA is similar to HT in that case. However, in the worst case, we observe 10% to 55% transmission time reduction of RTRA over HT.
Performance Evaluation on the SPF Link Scheduler
We then evaluate the performance of our Shortest Period First (SPF) link scheduler based on real network condition traces. In the experiments, we focus on evaluating the schedulability and network management overhead of the proposed link scheduler. We compare SPF scheduler with NonPreemptive Earliest Deadline First (NP-EDF) scheduler [12] . For NP-EDF, we assume all links are ready at time 0, and NP-EDF always schedules a link with the earliest deadline.
To emulate the network channel conditions monitored by the simulator, we collect the data delivery rates between one RT-WiFi AP and one RT-WiFi station. The captured traces record the delivery rate of each data rate for every 100ms time interval. The traces will be randomly sampled to emulate the online channel conditions observed for the inputs of the proposed algorithm running for each beacon frame. We run the Linux tool perf to generate the traffic flow and record the delivery rates reported by the minstrel algorithm for every 100ms time interval. We collected three traces at three different time of the same day that are 10:00-10:30 am, 14:00-14:30 and 18:00-18:30, respectively. We also denote the trace collected from 14:00-14:30 as trace NOON and we denote the aggregation of the three traces as trace ALL.
To evaluate the schedulability, we randomly generate 100, 000 task sets and compare the number of schedulable task sets under these two algorithms. We vary the number of communication links to control the workload, and we select the parameters for communication links randomly according to the following uniform distributions. The packet size B i ∈ [100, 1500] and the period P i in the following harmonic chain = (2.5, 5, 10, 50, 100, 200, 1000) ms. For each packet transmission, the packet delivery rates {(p (i, j ) )} K j=1 are randomly selected from one of the data point in the trace. This harmonic chain represents sampling rates from 1Hz to 400Hz, which are representative for various types of applications. To compare the network management overhead, we follow the network setup as described in Section 7.1. We assume it takes 6 bytes to specify a time slot in the TDMA schedule, which includes two bytes for the link ID, two bytes for time slot phasing, and two bytes for the time slot size.
Figures 7 and 8 report the percentage of schedulable task sets using SPF and NP-EDF schedulers using the trace NOON and ALL. When the number of tasks is between [10, 20] , both schedulers can schedule most of the task sets. NP-EDF outperforms SPF at most by 3 and 4%, when there are 30 to 40 tasks in a task set for the trace NOON and ALL. When the number of tasks are more than 50, because of the high workload, both schedulers can only schedule less than 10% of the total task sets under both settings. NP-EDF outperforms SPF, because a link does not require to be strictly periodic in NP-EDF schedule. Thus, a link can explore more phasings in NP-EDF scheduler than SPF scheduler. Figure 9 gives a comparison of the network overhead between the two approaches. We report the network overhead as the percentage of time to transmit the TDMA schedule frame in a beacon period. In Wi-Fi network, the default beacon period is 100ms. We transmit the beacon frame two times, to ensure that the management frame is reliably delivered. We observe the network management overhead for NP-EDF increases from 2% to 6% as the number of tasks increases. On the contrary, the network management overhead of SPF is significantly smaller than NP-EDF. SPF reduces the management overhead by 80% compared with NP-EDF, and it uses at most 1.2% channel time when the number of tasks is 60. The main advantage of SPF is the network management overhead. Basically, SPF's network management overhead is strictly bonded by the number of tasks, while NP-EDF could be up to the size of the super periods of all the tasks. The super periods of the task set can be huge if the network bandwidth is large that it can accommodate more tasks. Arithmetically, SPF has clear advantage over NP-EDF but the difference in Figure 9 is not huge because of our available hardware and simulation emulation environment. We choose IEEE 802.11a as the physical layer in the simulation environment. In our experiment, the packet lost trace is based on the IEEE 802.11a physical layer, and we stick to this physical layer because of hardware limitation. The wireless card that we use is the commercially available hardware with open source driver that has the closest required features at that time. Since 802.11a is an old physical layer standard that can only support up to 54Mbps. While the bandwidth of the latest Wi-Fi standard such as 802.11ac can be up to 866.7Mbps, and 802.11ad claims to support more than 4Gbps, we can image the performance gap between SPF and NP-EDF can be substantial.
We use the same task sets to evaluate the effectiveness of the overbooking mechanism. We define the schedulability improvement ratio (SIR) as follows: where N B and N O are the numbers of schedulable task sets with and without the overbooking technique, respectively. Figure 10 and 11 compare the SIR of NP-EDF and SPF schedulers with the overbooking technique. It can be clearly observed from the figures that when the number of tasks is small, the SIR is small, because the original scheduler can schedule most of the task sets already. The SIR increases along with the increase of the task numbers, because as the workload increases, a scheduler with overbooking technique can explore more scheduling opportunities. Also, comparing the improvement in Figure 10 and Figure 11 , one can observe that when the network condition is worse (for example, using the trace NOON), the overbooking mechanism will have more significant schedulability improvement.
Co-Existence Performance with Regular Wi-Fi Networks
To test the effectiveness of the co-existence approach with the regular Wi-Fi network, we set up an RT-WiFi network and a regular Wi-Fi network as in Figure 12 . The RT-WiFi network consists of one RT-WiFi AP and six RT-WiFi stations. We configure a NETGEAR WNDR3700 wireless router as a regular Wi-Fi AP that uses IEEE 802.11a on a 5GHz channel. To create a regular Wi-Fi link, one PC is connected to the router through Ethernet as the data receiver and another PC is connected to the router through regular Wi-Fi protocol as the data transmitter. Both the RT-WiFi and regular Wi-Fi networks are configured in an office environment using the same 5GHz channel. We only report the experiment results when the distance of the two networks is set to be 5m. Similar experiment result is observed when the distance between the two networks is within 10 meters. We acknowledge that if we increase the distance, various issues such as hidden terminal or multipath effect would degrade the effectiveness of carrier sense and the proposed scheme. However, these issues are more suitable to be resolved with physical layer solutions such as multiple input and multiple output (MIMO) and beam forming. The main focus of this article is the MAC layer scheduling. For the RT-WiFi network, we configure one link for each station. Because of limited computation power of the embedded Galileo board, we set the mini time slot to 256μs. The period of each link is 40 mini time slots, and we allocate 2 mini time slot transmission time for each link. The communication schedule is shown in Figure 13 (a). For this schedule, we use iperf to generate the traffic for every link. On each RT-WiFi link, we generate a UDP flow with 1,450 bytes application layer payload at 1.133Mbps bit rate. To generate interference to the RT-WiFi network, we use iperf to configure another UDP flow with 1,450 bytes application payload at 30Mbps bit rate on the regular Wi-Fi link. For the following experiments, we run each experiment for 10 minutes. We report the packet loss rate of the RT-WiFi links and the throughput of the regular Wi-Fi link. We summarize the co-existence experiment results in Table 2 . The first two rows in Table 2 show the baseline measurement of the RT-WiFi links and the regular Wi-Fi link respectively. As shown in the third row, if the carrier sensing mechanism is disabled, we observe higher packet loss rates on all the RT-WiFi links. The fourth row shows the network performance when we use the virtual carrier sensing mechanism as shown in Figure 13 (b). Since we allocate NAV aggressively in this schedule, the packet loss rates for RT-WiFi links are similar to those in the baseline. However, the regular Wi-Fi link is blocked completely. To share unused bandwidth with regular Wi-Fi network, we enable the bandwidth sharing mechanism as shown in Figure 13 (c). With this communication schedule, we preserve similar packet delivery rates for RT-WiFi links, and let the regular Wi-Fi link retain around half of its baseline bandwidth. Note that, in this experiment the retransmission mechanism for RT-WiFi is disabled and there is packet loss due to environmental noise even when there is no regular Wi-Fi traffic.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Considering the interference from both Wi-Fi and non-Wi-Fi interference sources, this article proposes various solutions to support real-time reliable wireless communication for RT-WiFi networks. For general non-Wi-Fi interference, we apply rate adaptation and retransmission mechanisms to enhance the reliability mechanisms of the network manager that dynamically constructs and distributes communication schedules to the network. To build reliable communication schedules, we present an optimal rate control algorithm RTRA, a communication link scheduler SPF that has low network management overhead, and the overbooking technique that further improves the schedulability of the network link scheduler. For regular Wi-Fi based interference, we propose a virtual carrier sensing based approach that prioritizes transmission of RT-WiFi traffic and shares unused channel time with regular Wi-Fi network users. A series of simulations, emulations and testbed experiments are conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms and mechanisms.
For future work, we will consider how to deploy RT-WiFi networks in a large area that requires more than one RT-WiFi cluster. The research issues include how to coordinate the inter-cluster interference across different RT-WiFi clusters, and how to support end-to-end performance guarantees across different RT-WiFi clusters.
